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Barrie Levine

slush in my shoes
I know I am fucked
for the rest of the day

five word memoir
kicking ass
for fifty years

frayed broom . . .
an old woman
grooms her shadow

||  all  ||  the  ||  ladies  ||  room  || stalls  ||  full  ||

Barrie Levine practiced family law in Boston, concentrating on representing women,
from 1973 to 2014. She began writing haiku after caregiving for her mother and husband
and then losing them both in the same awful year. Joining the haiku community has
been a life-a�rming experience for Barrie.



Pris Campbell

men rule
powerless, we watch
our bellies grow

the uncaring man
made her pregnant and left
my sixties friend
almost dies
on the bloody hanger

Formerly a clinical psychologist, sailor, bicyclist and casual pianist before ME/CFS
stalled her, Pris Campbell has been writing free verse and short forms for around 21
years. She has published in multiple anthologies and journals. In 2021 she was thrilled to
win first place in the Marlene Mountain and Sanford Goldstein contests. She makes her
home in SE Florida with her husband.



Mona Bedi

new job...
she tries not to focus
on his boner

arranged marriage–
a side of him
he never showed

his overpowering presence midday sun

iceberg–
I keep his feelings
before mine

Mona Bedi is a medical doctor living in Delhi, India with her husband, two children and
dog. She has been writing poetry since childhood but a few years back she started
writing haiku. She has two poetry books: they you and me and dancing moonlight. Her
poems have been published in Failed haiku, Haiku in Action, The Haiku Dialogue, cold
moon journal, tsuri-doro and many others



Debbie Olson

starlings
the movement of protesters
through the streets

midlife adjustment
the yaw of the crow
above the field

evening news
Paul’s blackbird still
struggling to fly

what she doesn’t give up lenten rose

Debbie Olson lives in Syracuse, New York. Her haiku and senyru has appeared in Acorn,
bottle rockets, Failed Haiku, Frogpond, Heron's Nest, Modern Haiku, Presence, and Prune
Juice.



Joan Torres

horses have them too cold stirrups

january rain for my birthday dick pics

Joan Torres is a junior college student studying social work. She is from a small town
and whose world through poetry has gotten a little bigger. She has been published in
#FemkuMag and the upcoming Sonic Boom.



Laurie Greer

Texas ID
women’s bodies stamped
property of the state

change purse
one old tampon
just in case

his final attempt
to make her go out with him
murder suicide

Laurie Greer lives, walks, and works in Washington DC—where there is still taxation
without representation.



Kelly Sauvage

in lieu of a late-life baby this flattering hat

this kiss . . .
what i wouldn’t have known
had i died

Kelly Sauvage spends her days exploring the literary, visual and performing arts. Prone
to wandering, she travels the US, seeking answers to the big questions within the food,
music and handiwork of others. Kelly is co-editor of Failed Haiku.



Kelly Sauvage
Agnes Eva Savich

Sometimes I Give In

Rising from my zabuton cushion, I notice a slight chill in the evening air as
the scent of inner-truth, indigo in color, mingles with the telltale rustle of
autumn leaves. With a gentle exhale directed toward the candle’s flame,
darkness engulfs my chamber. I pick up my robe, wrap it securely around
me and pad into the kitchen to brew a tea of tranquil wildflower essences.
Again, I find myself enveloped in silence, broken only by the crescendo of
the teapot’s whistle. Inhaling the aroma of earth’s inherent wisdom, I sigh
as the liquid wets my lips and warms my throat; yet, something within me
continues to crave a harsh bitterness, a familiar though ever-elusive elixir.

cigarette smoke
his voice on the phone

full of sex

Agnes Eva Savich was born in Kraków, Poland, grew up in Chicago, and is now a
university program coordinator in Austin, TX. When she's not hiking her way through
Texas state parks, she plays oboe with a classical quintet, learns heavy metal bass, or
floats in her backyard pool.



Kristen Lindquist

cabin fever
not much left
of the firewood

new year
the plum as bare
as any other tree

sometimes I forget
she's dead
cemetery in snow



Kristen Lindquist (cont.)

Blackberries

Put as many in your bucket as your belly, my mother says, and I can
already taste the pie. Lazy grasshoppers whirr underfoot in the tall grass
at the edges. Clouds cast hulking shadows, shape-shifters moving fast over
the patch. This day full of promise. Everything perfect under this summer
sun, just me and my mother. I lick my stained fingers.

when purple
was my favorite color

childhood passions

Kristen Lindquist is a poet and writer living on the coast of Maine. She was featured in
NEW RESONANCE 12.



Antoinette Cheung

fertility clinic
the sti� laughter
at an egg pun

body piercing the only stud she needs

mincing words and ginger this stepford wife

court hearing his siren song

Antoinette Cheung is a member of the Vancouver Haiku Group in Canada and
coordinator of the Haiku Society of America’s under 40's social club. She is drawn to the
meditative quality of haiku as well as the compassionate way it brings significance to
seemingly insignificant moments.



Susan Burch

exercising
or not
my body hurts
what can I do
to live a pain-free life

swatting away
a swarm of gnats
how my doctor
minimizes
my symptoms

Susan Burch is a good egg.



Hazel Hall

sushi roll —
the way you hold me
in your arms

high pollution —
sometimes I struggle
to get through

Hazel Hall is a widely published Australian poet and musicologist. Recent collections are
Step by Step, tai chi haiku (Picaro Poets 2018), Moonlight Over the Siding (Interactive
Press 2019), Severed Web (Picaro Poets 2020) and a verse drama Please Add Your
Signature and Date it Here (Litoria Press 2021).



Amber Winter

one blood moon
to the next
her infertility

pretending to be
one of the girls
bathroom trip

period emergency
two quarters
for my dignity

Amber Winter has birthed and nursed three children. She spends her days teaching her
kids how life sucks from dealing with an autoimmune disease to food allergies. Her
husband is helping her navigate this life to the best they can make it. She enjoys writing
poetry and fiction.



Marilyn Ashbaugh  

urn. . .
at the potter's wheel
shaping my future

he looks
right through me
kaleidoscope

Marilyn Ashbaugh is a poet, nature photographer and organic gardener. She is widely
published in journals and anthologies featuring Japanese short-form poetry including
haibun, haiga, rengay, tanka, and haiku.



Jenna Manley

my father makes the same mistakes ctrl c ctrl v

wisteria
struggling under
the weight of living

Jenna Manley is a poet, author, and artist who lives with her fiancé, a mischievous cat,
and a very handsome dachshund mix. She has been published in the Cold Moon
Journal. You can follow her work on Twitter at @jenna_e_manley

https://twitter.com/jenna_e_manley


Hifsa Ashraf

lunar umbra
what if I tell
the whole truth

Hifsa Ashraf is an award-winning poet, author, editor, and social activist. She received
special mention for her poetry collection, Her Fading Henna Tattoo, in the Touchstone
Distinguished Books Award 2020 and in the Haiku Society of America Merit Book Award
2021. Her most recent micropoetry collections are her deep-rooted scars and
wildflowers by Alba Publishing UK.



Debbie Strange



Debbie Strange (cont)

orbweaver the deconstruction of a lie

wishbones
a dumpster-diver
goes under

cicadas
this
gradual
climb
out
of
poverty

Debbie Strange is a chronically ill short-form poet, haiga artist, and photographer. Her
book, The Language of Loss: Haiku & Tanka Conversations, received first place in the
2019 Sable Books International Women's Haiku Book Contest, and an Honourable
Mention in the 2021 Haiku Society of America Merit Book Awards.



Margaret Walker

feeling dirty eyes at work

it’s just the way he is unacceptable

Margaret Walker is a former school principal. Now homebound with ME/CFS, her work
has been published in Blo͞o Outlier Journal, Failed Haiku, Human/Kind Journal, Drifting
Sands, and Stardust Haiku. She is a Pushcart Prize (haibun), Red Moon Anthology
(haibun) and Touchstone Award (haiku) nominated poet.



Arvinder Kaur

across the fence
crimson flowers bloom
these thoughts
of the baby I aborted
years ago

Arvinder Kaur specializes in English literature and Media Studies. She delves in
Japanese short form for the succor of the soul and the form has rewarded her amply.
She remains a learner though. She lives in Chandigarh with her family.



Cynthia Anderson

after mom’s death sitting up straighter

getting it over with the day my hymen broke

Cynthia Anderson lives and writes in the Mojave Desert. A Pushcart Prize and Best of
the Net nominee, she has published ten poetry collections, most recently The Missing
Peace (Velvet Dusk, 2021). She co-edited the anthology A Bird Black As the Sun:
California Poets on Crows & Ravens. www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com


Tracy Davidson

another conference
on climate change...
a thousand trees fall
for each pledge
yet to be broken

Tracy Davidson lives in Warwickshire, England, and writes poetry and flash fiction. Her
work has appeared in various publications and anthologies, including: Poet's Market,
Mslexia, Atlas Poetica, Modern Haiku, The Binnacle, A Hundred Gourds, Shooter, Journey
to Crone, The Great Gatsby Anthology, WAR, In Protest: 150 Poems for Human Rights.



Helen Buckingham

morning sun
ageless in her
birthday tiara

joining me
at my lowest
perigee moon

Helen Buckingham lives in Wells, England. Her work appears regularly in journals such
as Bones, is/let and Modern Haiku. Anthologies include: Haiku in English (Norton, 2013).
Among her collections are: water on the moon (Original Plus, 2010) and sanguinella
(Red Moon, 2017), each of which was shortlisted for a Touchstone Award.



Deborah P Kolodji

sand comes
sand goes
the bedrock of you

weekend tra�c
a saguaro gives me
the finger

our dustup
radio silence
from the rover

Deborah P Kolodji is the California Regional Coordinator for the Haiku Society of
America. Her book, "highway of sleeping towns" won a Touchstone Distinguished Book
Award from the Haiku Foundation. Her latest e-chapbook of scifaiku, tug of a black
hole, is available as a free download from Title IX Press (now Moth Orchid Press).



Erin Castaldi

the roundness
of her hips
spring fling

Marilyn’s dress
the upturned leaves
predicting rain

Erin Castaldi has appeared in Akitsu Quarterly, Heron’s Nest, and Presence, as well as a
dozen anthologies and has received merit in several contests. She has had work
translated into Japanese, Croatian, Romanian, Italian, German and Chinese. Her current
positions include: Poet Laureate of the city of Somers Point, New Jersey.



Kate MacQueen

twisted fruit
memories that grope
fifty years on

tar on her heels
and a war for her womb
the girl with no dog

Kate MacQueen lives, writes, and gratefully grows old along New Hope Creek in North
Carolina. Her poems have appeared in a variety of publications including Modern Haiku,
The Heron's Nest, Frogpond, Acorn, Prune Juice, several Red Moon Press anthologies,
Haiku 2014 (Modern Haiku Press), and Wishbone Moon (Jacar Press 2018).



Marilyn Humbert

rising flood
the undercurrents
of his anger

Marilyn Humbert lives on Darug and GuriNgai land in Berowra, NSW Australia. Her
tanka and haiku appear in International and Australian journals, anthologies and online.
Her free verse poems have been awarded prizes in competitions, published in
anthologies, journals and online, most recently in Poetry for the Planet Anthology and
FemAsia Magazine.



cain gwynne

my word
against his
hunter’s moon

the morning after
making the bed
unmaking myself

will she
or won’t she
wisteria

cain gwynne is a non-binary student and poet residing in London, England.



Tia Haynes

One Foot in, One Foot Out

A bright orange halo forms and stretches itself out above a constellation
of clouds. Underneath, a trick of the light lays the brilliant pink flat on the
lake surface. I look out through the house’s large windows, safe from the
fierce wind, and try to write. But, surrounded by the family I married into,
my thoughts drift, and I realize that after all these years, I’m still a stranger.

orientation
I breathe in
every hue

Tia Haynes is the current editor of Prune Juice Journal. Her books include leftover
ribbon and After Amen: A Memoir in Two Voices (co-authored with Jonathan Roman).
She resides in Lakewood, Ohio.



Lorraine A Padden

parts of speech a clitoris knows by heart

saddling her the tight breast collar

Lorraine A Padden is a Touchstone-nominated poet whose work appears in notable
journals including #FemkuMag, Frogpond and Modern Haiku. She won Tricycle
Magazine's 2021 Best of the Haiku Challenge, and her rengay received an Honorable
Mention in the 2021 Haiku Association of America Rengay Competition in honor of Garry
Gay.



Neena Singh

arranged marriage—
the bride's henna
slowly fading

Neena Singh is a banker turned poet. Her poetry and haiku have been featured in
many online journals and international magazines. She is the author of "Whispers of the
Soul" and "One Breath Poetry". She runs a non-profit for the education and health of
underprivileged children in Chandigarh, India.



Marina Bellini

elephant skin
will my memories
last for long?

Marina Bellini, an active member of the haiku community, lives in Italy with her many
cats and dogs, they o�er her inspiration in her work.



Naia

first date
cracking open the one
without a fortune

Naia began exploring and writing haiku in 1998 and has been widely published. In 2010
she co-founded Haiku San Diego and serves as moderator. Naia lives in Southern
California, where she supports senior dog rescue, plays bridge, and creates haiga with
her watercolors.



Vandana Parashar

a gift from his ex
I throw the elephant
out of the room

Vandana Parashar is a haiku poet in progress. Her love for brevity made her fall in love
with haiku and related forms of Japanese poetry. Her work has been published in many
national and international journals and has won several accolades. Her haiku was
shortlisted for Touchstone Award (2021.) Her debut e-chapbook is “I Am” (Title IX Press
[now Moth Orchid Press], 2019).



Surashree Joshi

a train stuck
on the railway track
I have
nowhere to go
nowhere to be

Surashree Joshi has done Post Graduation (M.A.) in English from Fergusson College
and works as an English Trainer. Surashree is also a translator and content developer.
Surashree was introduced to Haiku in 2016 but she started her Haiku writing journey in
early 2020. She is an ardent reader and a trained Hindustani Classical vocalist.



Corine Timmer

nonconsensual sex—
the female dragonfly
fakes her death

Corine Timmer is a visual artist, author, publisher, award-winning haiku poet, and street
dog advocate. She has completed four anthologies of animal haiku keyed to the signs
of the Chinese zodiac. She lives in rural Portugal between the sea and the Algarvean
hills.



Aidan Castle

night rain
this tiny window
in the psych ward

Aidan Castle is a nonbinary poet and visual artist whose work is informed by
neurodivergence and a passion for nature. He lives in the Pac NW, and was a 2021
Trailblazer finalist.



Julie Schwerin

young sea glass --
the numbness deeper
than last time

pull of quicksand
her second-hand boots
missing their straps

Julie Warther Schwerin (she/her - Sun Prairie, Wisconsin) is an associate editor at The
Heron's Nest (www.theheronsnest.com) and a member of the Red Moon Anthology
Editorial team. Most recently she curated the haiku installation Words in Bloom: A Year
of Haiku at the Chicago Botanic Garden which features the work of haiku poets
throughout the garden.

http://www.theheronsnest.com


Pippa Phillips

cut stem—
the lifespans
of captive animals

leaves falling farther than Lucifer

Hailing from Cape Cod, Pippa Phillips is a recovering academic who writes poetry for
those who don't read it.



Mariel Herbert

unrelenting rain mudsliding into my DMs

Mariel Herbert's poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Failed Haiku, Haiku
Dialogue, Haiku Pea Podcast, and tsuri-dōrō. She lives in the San Francisco Bay Area
with her family, online at marielherbert.wordpress.com.

https://marielherbert.wordpress.com/


Richa Sharma

reheated tea
he sees her
in me

noisy stream
i smile to my daughter's
angry face

family size
she also counts the baby
lost to abortion

after the rain
asking me to stay
deep pink rose

Richa Sharma loves to write Japanese short forms. Her work has appeared in
numerous international haiku journals since 2019.



Isabella Kramer

dew frost      my cat's last breath

snowdrops the moment I know how to love

Isabella Kramer is a German healthcare worker. In her free time, she's working as an
artist, writer, and photographer.



Mirela Brăilean

total enviable waist hysterectomy

Mirela Brăilean’s Japanese short-form poetry is published in numerous haiku journals,
several online magazines, and books. She was selected to the European Top 100 most
creative haiku authors in 2020. She has been nominated for Touchstone Award 2021.



Kat Lehmann

diagnosis
she follows the rabbit
down a familiar hole

Kat Lehmann is a Connecticut scientist-poet captivated by the grandiose within the
minute. A Best of the Net nominee, her poems have appeared in Mayfly, Sonic Boom,
The Heron’s Nest, and elsewhere. Her third book, Stumbling Toward Happiness: Haibun
and Hybrid Poems (2019), shares meditative notes of self-exploration.
Twitter/Instagram: @SongsOfKat

https://twitter.com/songsofkat


Announcements

Against the Current (Moth Orchid Press), the first #FemkuMag anthology,
will be available for purchase in the following weeks. An announcement will
be sent out once released.

Moth Orchid Press (formally Title IX Press), will no longer be open for
unsolicited manuscripts. Instead, there will be an annual contest (full-length
e-book) that will be open to everyone. The top three winners will be
published in the form of a free-to-read e-book. More details will be
available soon.

Aside from the contests, Moth Orchid Press hopes to release (at least) four
print anthologies a year. Submissions for the memoir haibun anthology
(title TBD) are closed and all submitters should receive a response in the
next few weeks. Guidelines for the erotic haiku anthology can be found
here: https://mothorchidpress.wixsite.com/home/calls-for-submissions

My sincerest thanks to those who have made donations, to everyone who
made issue 32 possible, and to those who continue to read each issue.

https://mothorchidpress.wixsite.com/home/calls-for-submissions

